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Onn optical mouse driver
It’s really good to see you on our website. As you are our genuine readers and also as you came to here to understand new information or a process which is related to the issues of what to do when your wireless mouse freezes or onn wireless mouse. As all of you are using the wireless mouse in this hectic life. As you know that wireless mouse eases
the life of everyone and also wireless mouse and wireless keyboard help the user to not to face the display from its end. As the computer or laptop display directly reflects on our eyes and as a result, they damage our retina and our eyesight become so weak day by day. So, in this problem wireless mouse become of the most useful device which helps
the users to access their laptop or keyboard from a distance so that the display rays doesn’t affect their eyes directly. Some of the users who use the wireless mouse say that their wireless mouse freezes sometimes when they use the mouse for work. At that time they don’t have any idea that what to do when wireless mouse freezes. So, in this case,
you don’t need to worry about anymore because here in this article we will present you some of the easy and simple methods which will be helpful for you and also which will help you to solve this issue. What you simply need to do is, read this whole article and read all the steps. All these steps will be helpful for you to solve this problem. When Your
Wireless Mouse Stops Working? Fixing Method It is really a big problem and also it frustrates us when we are working on your computer and your wireless mouse freezes. The application which you are using is running really great and also your keyboard shortcuts also working very well but the issue which takes place is with your wireless mouse
cursor. You also try to put your USB receiver into the other available port but the problem doesn’t get solved. Now, in this case, there are multiples of reasons due to which your wireless mouse may have stopped working. It may that your mouse battery gets discharges or it may be also that you place something between your mouse and your
transceiver due to which the mouse and receiver connection doesn’t establish properly and gets lost. On their other device which is wireless, which is also on the same frequency range and also which is interfacing with the wireless signals of your mouse. If you are using the wireless mouse and your wireless mouse is not working properly then it may
be because of the above-given issues and for these issues, we are sharing some of the steps which you need to follow by which you are able to fix the problem and get rid of the issue of wireless mouse freezes and also you will get a complete idea about what to do when your wireless mouse freezes. Also, on the other side, if you are completely
confident that your wireless mouse is not working properly due to the above-mentioned issues then below are the steps which you can simply follow to fix the wireless mouse stops working problem. If you are sure that your wireless mouse is not freezing because of the bad USB ports or old drivers then you need to simply try these steps: Firstly, you
need to take out the batter of your wireless mouse and then simply wait for a second and then simply re-insert the battery in the mouse. If the mouse cursor is still not working then you need to type “MSC” in the run box of your window which helps you to open the device manager. If the mouse is not working then you can simply press Win+R which
help you to access the Run box. After doing all these steps, you need to expand the “Mice and other pointing devices” section and then simply highlight the listing. When you do all these then you are required to select the “Uninstall” option. By completing this step, you need to select an action à Scan for Hardware Changes and by doing this,
your wireless mouse start working again. HID-compliant Mouse Synaptics Touchpad driver 7.2.5.0.zip Synaptics PS/2 Port TouchPad Logitech HID-compliant Mouse BetterTouchTool Alps Pointing-device for VAIO Synaptics TouchPad Driver 7.5.4.0.zip Wireless Optical Mouse Logitech USB MX518 Optical Mouse Mouse Manager KatMouse MagicPrefs
Logitech Control Center SteerMouse Mini Optical Mouse Synaptics Pointing Driver 9.1.0q.zip USB MouseMaestro Mouse Filter Driver (Windows XP) USB Overdrive New drivers often mean better compatibility between a device, such as a mouse, and a computer operating system. Sometimes, though, device drivers don't work the way you expect
them to. For example, a new driver might cause your mouse to stop functioning, making it difficult to work on projects for your business. If a driver causes you problems, you can uninstall it. Windows also has a "Roll Back Driver" feature that enables you to remove the current driver and go back to the previous one. References Resources PCWorld:
Why, How and Where to Update Your Windows 8 Drivers Tips If a driver isn't working, you might also want to try upgrading to the latest version. In the driver's Properties window, click "Update Driver." To temporarily turn off a driver, click "Disable" in the Properties window. Writer Bio Melissa King began writing in 2001. She spent three years
writing for her local newspaper, "The Colt," writing editorials, news stories, product reviews and entertainment pieces. She is also the owner and operator of Howbert Freelance Writing. King holds an Associate of Arts in communications from Tarrant County College. The mouse and keyboard have been the default way to control our computers
forever. It is unlikely that those two devices will be gone completely, even with the innovation of touch screens. Seeing as we depend so much on the mouse, it becomes a real pain when the device doesn’t get detected in Windows 10. If you don’t have a touchscreen, you’re stuck. Just like fixing Windows 10 Bluetooth problems, there are potential
solutions for your mouse troubles.If you find yourself in this “mouseless” situation, there are a few quick tests you can perform to see whether it is the computer or the mouse itself causing the problem. This article discusses troubleshooting steps in order or complexity and the likelihood of it being the issue. Follow each step in order and retest after
each one.Step #1: Reboot Your ComputerA simple reboot has been the primary troubleshooting tool for Windows since those heady days of Windows 3.1. It cures many issues, and it is like a breath of fresh air. There are many reasons why it fixes problems, but the main one is that it refreshes all links, services, and open tasks in Windows. The sheer
number of services running on the average computer means it is too easy for an app or driver to get stuck. A reboot generally fixes the problem.Step #2: Change the Mouse USB PortIf you’re using a USB mouse, unplug it from your computer and plug it into another USB port. If you have to disconnect something else to make room, do that. Just pull
something that isn’t vital and avoid removing your USB keyboard, although it doesn’t matter that much.Move the mouse to a different USB port. If you move the mouse and it works, the USB port is the issue. If the mouse still doesn’t work, the device may be the problem. So, try it on another computer. If it still doesn’t work, replace the mouse.You
can also check the driver and Windows Services before throwing the mouse away.Step #3: Check the HID ServiceThe Human Interface Device (HID) is a service that allows USB devices to use Windows resources. Occasionally, the HID becomes stuck, so check that it is running okay.Right-click on the Start Menu icon or an empty section in the
Windows Taskbar, then select “Task Manager.”Select the Services tab and then the “Open Services” text link at the bottom.Scroll through the list until you see Human Interface Device Service. It should be running.If the service is running, right-click and select “Restart,” and then retest your mouse.If that doesn’t work, it’s time to check the mouse
drivers.Step #4: Check Mouse DriversDrivers contain instructions that allow Windows to interpret specific hardware commands for the device in question. They are like an interpreter that lets Windows speak to the hardware and vice versa. If anything happens to those drivers, the two cannot communicate properly. Corruption is often the
cause.Right-click the Windows Start button and select “Device Manager.”Find the category titled Mice and other pointing devices. If the entry has a red circle or yellow triangle by it, there is an issue. Continue whether there is an issue or not.Right-click the mouse device and select “Update driver.”Select “Search automatically for updated software”
and let Windows find the most suitable one.If Windows finds a new driver and installs it, all is well and good. If it says you are already using the best driver, you have another step to perform. Go to the mouse manufacturer’s website and download the latest Windows 10 driver for your mouse’s specific model. Install the driver and retest.Step #5: Start
Windows in Safe ModeThe final test is to start Windows in Safe Mode, a very low-level state where all third-party drivers, apps, and many Windows 10 features get turned off. Safe Mode will test whether Windows’ core is giving you issues.Left-click the Windows Start Menu icon and select “Settings.”Click on “Update & Security.”Select “Recovery,”
and then select “Restart now.”Once rebooted, select “Repair my computer -> Troubleshoot and Advanced options.”Select “Startup Settings“ and Restart.” Your computer will reboot again.Press “F4” on your keyboard for Safe Mode when you see the first screen.Using Safe Mode, Windows will load into a simple state with no third-party drivers. If your
mouse works here, it is the driver causing issues or something else conflicting with it. Uninstall the driver, reboot your computer, and let Windows install a driver. If that fails, install a brand new driver from the manufacturer. Lastly, if your mouse still doesn’t work, it’s time to replace it.
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